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Six Dead In City Of New Orleans
Crash With Gas Truck Al Magnolia WFUL
RA

The atreaniliner "City of New Miss.—and the truck driver, MorOrleans," speeding toward Chi- ris Piggott, operator of a small
cago at nearly 80 mars per hour store near McComb.
The others killed were identiwith its whistle blow ng smashed
into a gasoline truck today, killing fied as Bobby Gwin of Magnolia,
a white man who worked In the
six and injuring six others.
nger
itt train freight yards. Ad two Negroes
L
The nine-car pass
unloading grain from freight cars
rammed the truck a a 'tossing
—Haney Jones and Charles Hughin dowritov.n Magne ' , a comes, both of Magnoea.
munity of about 2,200 in South
Early estimates placed the dead
Masisalliiii about 100 males north
nine: bid the Iltinoir
as high
Of New Orleans.
The truck exploded under the Central claims agent said he could
six.
only
impact, !peeing flames as high as account for
The collision took Place at a
the trees and the length of the
ttain. The big dfesel—enroute downtown intersection about 9
from New Orleans to Chicago— a. en.: fess than two hours after
skidded about 300 yards along the the streamliner left New Orleans.
track that splits the center of the It was 'due in Chicago at 11:40
p.m.
town before stopping.
The train depot is in the heart
Amens the dead were the train's
fireman—J. A. of town -and small shops, stores
and
engineer
offices line both sides of the
and
McComb,
of
Livingston
(Jimmy)
Miss.. and John Collins of Jackson. street. The track itself is on a
small neutral ground.
Speeds near 80 are not unusual,
IC spokesmen said, even when
passing through small communifrom
ties like Magnolia. The city is not
even a flag stop, they said.
There is a red-and-white sign
warning motorists to stop at the
./09S
crossing. but there cure no flashing lights or cross bars.
The streamliner was equipped
with a "dead man's pedal" which
automatically stepped the train
when the engineer lifted his foot
from it."
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Workers Needed Pawlukiewicz
For Crusade In Is Chairman Of
Mother's March Boys'Basehall
An urgent plea for Mothers'
March volunteers for the New
March of Dimes was issued today
by Mrs.' Morgan Omar, Fulton
chairman en charge of the houseto-house drive.
"We- need more volunteers to
give an hour of their time for our
Mothers' March on Jan. 31," Mrs.
Omar said. "We need additional
workers from every section of -the
county, and we need them urgentThe civic leader said that the
Mothers' March for the New
March of Dimes is the greatest
single volunteer effort put forth
by the women of America for any
Cause.

"More than a million women
march each year to help The National Foundation raise funds in
its battle to prevent crippling dieases — birth defects, arthritis
and polio," she stated.
"These women give gladly of
their time because they know how
vital March of Dimes programs
can be to the 250,000 children
born in this country each year
with significant birth defects, to
the 11,000,000 Americans suffering
from arthritis and rheumatism
and to the tens of thousands of
polio patients who still need National Foundation help.
"Please say YES to our plea for
volunteers anti march to prevent
crippling disease's by calling me
at number 1872,"

PAVILUILIEWICZ
Approximately 40 people attended the annual meeting of the
Fulton-South Fulton Boys' Baseball organization for the election
of new officers Monday night at
the K. U. office.
Charles Pawlukiewicz was elected chairman of the board of
directors.
Five directors were held over
from last year. They are retiring
chairman, John Colley, Glenn
Veneklanusen, Joe Mac Reed,
Harry Hancock and J. D. Hales.
The new directors are Ray Terrell, Randall Burcham and Lonnie Hope-r.
A discussion on plans for the
coming year was held. The plans
will be acted utain at the first
meeting of the Board of Directors.

US $4.00

Number 3

Lions Club To Take Over Radio Auction
For City Park Beautification Project
to donate items for the
The familiar chant of the auctioneer will be heard planned
March of Dimes are under no
again next week over Radio Station WFUL, but it will obligation to donate those items
be for another good cause. Beginning Monday at nine- to the Lion's Club Park Beautifiproject.
thirty a. m. Colonel Charlie Burrow and his all-girl band cation
"However, the Fulton City Park
of workers, assisted by the members of the Lions Club is being used more and more by
of Fulton will auction off everything from soup to wag- the communities around us and
nave a beautiful and well
on wheels, but the proceeds will go to the Fulton City to
equipped recreation area is the
Park for a speciarbeautification and landscaping pro- pride of all of us."
The workers who hive so
ject.
worked at the Fulton
on for the March of faithfully
This year the annua
auctions, and driven daily to
Dimes Fund drive was also broa ast "live" from Hick- Hickman for those auctions have
man, Kentucky and all persons in that area have been agreed to work at the auction for
city park funds, and moreover
given the opportunity to have a radio auction of their every member of the Lions Club
Paul
Mrs.
bidders.
and
items
more
in
has assumed an important post in
own, bringing
Westpheling, general manager of Radio Station WFUL, making the city park drive a
success.
and chairman of the Fulton County Chapter for the Na- On Monday,ia January 30 the
today:
statement
this
issued
South Fulton polio committee will
tional Foundation
"The radio auction to raise
funds for the annual March of
Dimes has been enthusiastic and
successful this year as it has in
the past. The success this year has
been attained with the cooperation of many persons, and with
the help of the Fulton Lions
Club. The- members of the club
have made solicitations from the
various merchants and friends for
items to auction, and have belped
greatly in distributing the literature and other-material connected
with the drive. For their heip'the
Fulton County Chapter for the
National Foundation is deeply
grateful and tun about is fair
play.

"Since the Lions Club had under advisement a money-raising
fund to beautify and landscape
the fast-growing City Park and
since a radio auction is a popular
and entertaining way to raise
funds I agreed as chapter chairman, and manager of the radio
station to curtail our auction for
polio and permit the Lions Club
to use the fourth week of the
auction time for their project.

use the facilities of the station for
the Obion County National Foundation chapter and on January 31,
the auction will wind up with
funds derived going to the Fulton
County Chapter.
Meanwhile polio coffees are being held in many homes in the
area, the teen-agers are planning
a road block for the next two
Saturdays and the Derby Cafe is
working on a coffee for Monday,
January 30 with proceeds to go to
the polio auction. The "live"
brbadcast from Hickman has been
a tremendous success and the
residents there .va-ere grateful for
the service rendered so that they
could more easily bid and furnish
item§ for the auction--

January is • time for contemplation, at least it always has been
in my life and I've been doing
some serious thinking about the
years gone by. As far back as I
can remember samething eventful
has happened in January to me
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
and my family, sometimes sad
for Louisville where
and sometimes happy, too! For left today
preside over
..'"Fhe drive to obtain funds to
Instance it was in January that Mr. Westpheling will
annual mid-winter meetbeautify the park has' absolutely
we first learned that we were go- the 92d
Aepolateen
Kentucky
the
of
ing
connection with the March of
no
ing to be parents of our first born,
elation. The meeting will be held
Dimes. We simply decided to use
and Mary Jo was born in January
Hotel.
only three weeks for the polio
and ace as as Paul We first found this year at the Sheraton
While at the meeting Mrs
drive and one week for the city
the Fulton County News listed in
the
on
appear
will
Westpheling
park, and those persons who had
a trade publication in January
tele30-minute
Knight
Phyllis
in
Manila
and Paul departed from
Lou1946 to come home after three vision show over WHAS in
mane. Miss Knight, a distinguish5,-are of overseas war service
tileradio
and
talented
eel
and
In World War Two, not the Civil •
a recent winWar as his fatigue makes him vision Personality is
look sometimes: me 'tau, for that ner of tbe coveted McCall's award.
editors
Kentucky newspaper
triattar.
will hear an addeees about rela- Hubert Wilkins .a long time resitions between Cuba and the dent of Cayce, Kentucky is today
Both Paul and I had operations United Stater
Renouncing as a candidate for
the other owns poles. in another
in coruectitive Januarys for what
Harold Hampton, a resident of
Jules DuBois, chit•f of The Chia magistrate in the magisterial disSouthern Hell Telephone Company is spending ap- section,
we thought might have been long cago Tribune's
etc.
Cayce, is today announcing as a
Latin-Amerieatv
the
which
IL
comprise
No.
trict
facilities
expand
and
to
improve
$'22,000.00
proximately.
'fen
as
'illnesses. (they Weren't
candidate to rthe office of Magisbureau, will speak to some 400 precincts of Palestine, CrutchCrockett. superintend- trate of the Second District of
notice) and it was in January that association members and their
and South Fulton, The News learned this entBrooks
field. Cayce and Jordan. Mr. in Fulton
of WCNIES, Martin. which Fulton County. Mr. Hampton, a
Paul received his cal! to enter the wives at 1230 p m Friday in the
Wilkins, farmer .of the Cayce week.
serves South Fulton with TVA veteran has two arid one-half
'those dark days of ballroom af the Sheraton Hotel.
service
Community, is vitally interested
Improvements include installation of cables in power, told The News that while years of college.
World War .
DuBois, who has heen following in the welfare of Fulton County.
the WCMES lines they
events in Cuba for 14 years, will His announcement follows:
South Fulton to provide service for the new Orchard stringing
Mr. Hampton's announcement
had placed them whenever they
But January his me int some- discuss what's happening in Cuba
excess
all
eliminate
will
which
Sub-Division,
Fulof
Drive
resident
life-long
a
"As
company poles. follows:
telephone
on
could
thing else to us since we came to and what's in store there for the
I wish to announce my canditon County and interested in the irop wires running between poles.
Whenever they couldn't, they put
Fulton and its been a time when totiire.
dacy for magistrate of the Second
betterment of the area in which
up their own poles.'
themee of us at the Net's and
bury
to
proposes
Bell
is
of Fulton County, subSouthern
District
company
we live. I am today announcing
The telephone
WFUL start looking back on the
According to Mr. Hayes, tele- ject to the action of the Demohouse-servicemy candidacy as magistrate from buying approximately 125 poles all cables and
'year just past to review the acthe second district. I feel that I from Kentucky Utilities Company, drops. The purpose of this is for phone service is growing in the cratic primary election May 23,
complishment of an individual or
am well qualified to serve you in the reason being that Southern looks and—also for maintenance twin-cities of Fulton and South 1961.
individuals who has contrbiuted a
this capacity and ask your sup- Bell lines are located on this num- reasons. Now, Southern Bell has Fulton. During the year 1960, a
I am a resident of Cayce, and
great deal to their community and
port and influence in the Demo- ber of K. U. poles in South Ful- cables with rubbezazed covering total of las telephones were added have worked 12 years County
in SOMP small way_we have hon.with the life expectancy of ap- in the twin-city area.
served
being
1961.
is
23,
May
on
now
by
which
primary
cratic
for the Magistrates, and
ton
wide,
ored them by bestowing on them
Fiscal Court of Fulton County.
"I am going to conduct an active TVA pewee. Allying the poles proximately 20 years. This has
Mrs. Kathryn Lannom, County
the grateful title of Citizen of the
subnew
a
at
recently
clone
been
South(norm 1947 to 1959 In the interest
Court Clerk, will be ice Fulton at campaign, which consists mainly from K. U. will eliminate.
Year.
of the maintenance and constructhe court house on Saturday, Jan. of visiting my friends personally ern Bell from leaving Ito put up division in Murray.
places.
you
of
all
these
about
in
with
poles
Own
talking
their
Febin
tion of County roads.
and
Sautrdays
two
housealso
and
28
and
"With the cables
For the past two years we have
of selling the problems of our county and
The telephone company is not service drops buried there is no
I have had two and one-half
been engaged in some extracur- ruary for the' purpose,
my desire to work with you to buying nearly all of K. U's poles, worry about tree limbs freezing
years college, and with my exricular activities that kept us out car licenses. better
communiites
Joe
our
Hancock,
and
E.
S.
Mr.
Mrs.
make
according to Mr. Hayes, and K. U. and falling on telephone wires,
perience I feel I am qualified to
Mrs. Lannom said that the
of the city a great deal and preplaces in which to live. Until I see will remove all other pies not and of course, it looks better," Mr. Trees and Dewey Johnson will hold this job.
vented us from doing the research clerk's office at the Hickman
soto
earnestly
I
morning
may
you,
Thursday
Fulton
leave
of
each
their
of
ervi
the
said:
the
in
on
needed
unHayes
open
be
an
court house will
and the promotion of such
I ant a member of the American
vote and influence.
attend the Inauguration of PresiIton. (K. U.
customers in Sou
dertaking and in its place has Saturdays during January and licit your
Kentucky Utilities has been
Legion and the Disabled Ameri"Signed:
still has customers on the Ten- gradually taking down some of dent John Kennedy in Washing- can Veterans organization.
come a similarly rewarding en- February that she is not at FulHubert Wilkins"
ton, D. C. on Friday of this week.
nessee side of the twin-cities.)
aeavor of the American Legion to ton.
their properties in South Fulton,
Your vote and influence will be
The Fulton group will join
"The additional cables being ad- since the city switched over to
name the Favorite Person of Fulappreciated.
eight others in Nashville, where
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY
ded by Southern Bell will pro- TVA power, ..
ton. Two wonderful Fultonians
Sincerely,
they will leave at 5:40 p. m. by
COUNTY PARTICIPATING
have been honored in this latter
Harold Hampton
There will be an open house vide additional facilities to serve
It is the custom of utilities com- plane for Washington.
customers on the Mayfield Highm.
p.
4
until
m.
reward and of course it would-be
p.
1
from
Sunday
counties
four
and
hundred
One
According to Mrs. Hancock, her
somewhat of a duplication for two new participating in some phase at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hu- way, the Highlands area and the panies and telephone companies
McDade Sub-Division be- to try to use the same poles when- husband had the brightest Kensuch events to be held.
of the area brucellosis program. bert Bolton, Route 4, to celebrate new
yond Highlands on the Middle ever they can. Sometimes this is nedy-Johnson sticker on his car
Fulton County is listed among the the 84th birthday of Mrs. Dora
impossible. One usually owns of anyone during the Presidential
So many Fultonians have dons 5 counties in modified certified Hastings. Friends and relatives Road.'
In the McDade Sub-Division. poles in one section of town and race.
PO much for Fulton in the year
ape invited.
rucelloas areas.
pest, and so Many are doing so
much every day of the year. How
The South Fulton Booster Club
nice it would be If we could
had its regular meeting Thursday
crown with single glory all those
night with the annual election of
persons who work tirelessly. unofficers.
heralded and without compensaAmerof
one
as
not
key,
Kappa
it
when
meant
the
Paducah-Sun
eta-.
the
things
Officers for 1961 elected were:
complimentary
tion for the things all of us enjoy
By Jo Westpheling
manner in which we edited our said that West Kentuckians were ica's outstanding young men, not Martin Henry Warren, President;
However, it would be nice if we
Ray Terrell, Vice-Pres.dent; RobThis is a story written in the
could review all these activities,
newspaper and I wondered, at the not surprised at this appointment as a college president, not as a
ert al. Lowery. Secretary: Ronald
and in the judgment of a qualified first person about a person whom
ime, how he cold remember our because they have become ac- former special assistant to the
M. Fields. Treasurer; and George
committee honor one individual, I am privileged to call a frienerT'
little ole newspaper and par- custemed to his brillant achieve- Secretary of the Army. Ile comes
Speight, Sergeant-at-Arms.
or individuals, who could sort of cannot presume to call him a
ticularly how he could evince such ments. And why not . .. he's cer- home as Elvis (Junior) Stahr, as
The Board of Directors consists
he is calld in Hickman, and in
represent all those people who close, personal friend because the
interest in us wheal he talked and tainly scaled the heights.
such a role he enjoys his old of lat. H. Warren, Ray Terrell,
work for their communities.
occasions have been too few when
walked with the great scholars
was
he
that
said
mother
Elvis'
friends, talks about things that Billy Lowe, Oden Fowler and
I have had the pleasure of being
:Ind the famous people of our
not a book-worm and that is are characteristically beloved in Jones Dickerson. •
The Citizen of the Year Award in his company and enjoying his
times.
borne out by a long time friend Hickman, and visits in all the old
Several projects were discussed
and
personality
Peas been staged with some fan- incomparable
But we have come to know that and neighbor who grew up with familar places as though he were with increased membership high
fare, there's no doubt about it. It ability.
he
that
said
neighbor
perhaps that is why Elvis Stahr, him. The
still playing and scurrying all on the list for the coming year.
brought some distinguished peoThat person is Elvis Stahr. Jr.Thee will be a special meeting
the son of Judge arid Mrs. Elvis played all over the boulevards over those Hickman bluffs.
ple to Fulton who might not have
the 26th of January so all memStahr of Hickman is now the and bluffs of Hickman and was
come had it not been for the per- Dr. Elvis Stahr, Jr. really—and I
forthe
to
Since his marriage
bers and interested persons please
Secretary of the Army at 44 years interested in every kind of sport
son so honored. We do give a lov- first met him several years ago
of age. Its that ability to walk and excelled in nearly all of them. mer Dorothy Howlard Berkfield be present.
ing cup and we. have always when he honored all of us by behave
home
visits
his
York
a
New
at
of
speaker
when
it
hand,
other
principal
the
on
But,
the
the
ing
lose
never
with kings and
thought it was a nice reminder of
common touch that has made this was time for his piano lesson, he been even more pleasurable bea happy occasion to a person who Farm Bureau meeting in Fulton.
remarkable young man the suc- felt no reluctance to go in and cause he can show Dorothy and
deserved it. We have honored I don't recall the year right now,
cess that he is and the pride of practice and today he is an ac- the children all the places he
these people in all humilty and but this brilliant man was younga Nation and a community that complished pianist. As a little loves and cherishes and surely
would like to do it again, but do er then and already he had
boy, his friend told us, he enjoyloves him.
not want to infringe on the prero- achieved his place In the world as
always will.
ed studying and found sheer pleagative of the American Legion. I a scholar, a University dean, and
The Fulton City -Carlisle CounKentucky
West
th:it
love
The
sure in reading and discussing the
hope you understand what I one of America's ten outstanding
So to all the world Dr. Elvis ty basketball game, previously
holds for Elvis Stahr did not come classics with his mother.
men.
young
mean.
Stahr, Jr. of Hickman, Kentucky scheduled for Friday night. Janabout by happenstance.- nor did it
Elvis Stahr
been set ahead to
I remember his greeting when
Elvis Stahr, Jr. comes to Hick- is Secretary of the Army. But to uary 20. has
come to the surface because of
Do you think It would be a good we were introduced. He said: "I
Monday night, January 30, beat Farm Bureau
his appointment to the high level man all too infrequently, but all of us he's our friend and
in the Carr
Idea if the News, wrtit.. and the am a subscriber to your newsrepairs
of
cause
Government position recently an- when he does he Comes home not
in whom we are justly building. The B-team game will
American Lesion joined in this
John as a Rhodes scholar, not as a neighbor
President-elect
by
you
know
I
nounced
that
newsfeel
I
the
and
in
paper
along
getting
were
us
effort this year. Please Pet
start at 7:00 p. rn
holder of the coveted Phi Beta proud.
quite well." He asked how we paper business, and said some Kennedy. I understand well what
know.

Hubert Wilkins
Announces For
Magistrate Today

Southern Bell Purchasing 125 Poles
From KU In South Fulton System

Harold Hampton
Is Candidate
For Magistrate

Mrs. Lannom To Be
In Fulton To Sell
Auto Licenses

Fultonians Are To
Attend Inauguration

Boosters Name
New Officers

To The World He's Army Secretary,But Elvis Siahr Is A Friend

Ballgame Is
Rescheduled

The Case Of Tom Smith And The Union
We received in the mail this
week a vitriolic editorial signed by a
"Tom Smith", editor ofsomething
called -ttkction in Kentucky", Wherein the writer takes heated issue with
Governor Bert Combs for allegedly
"bowing to union bosses" in calling
off a non-union repair job on the
Governor's mansion_in Frankfort.
Smith, apparently, is vociferously-anti-union and is prepared to call
anybody most anything in order to
demonstrate his point.
In the first place. we do not believe that Governor Combs is ruled
by any bosses—union or not. He has
a mind of his own and asserts it .as
often as the situation warrants. For
this he has come to be admired by
thousands of Kentuckians duriffg his
first year in officer
In the second place, the Governor does not personally let building
contracts nor does he have the time
or inclinption to examine them. His

concern over their execution arises
only when some trouble arises, such
as possible picketing due to non-union
labor. Since this would have affected
the house he lives in, we don't blame
him for remarking that "having the
repairs done is not worth stirring up
a labor-management dispute around
my living quarters".
In the third place, we wonder if
writer Smith asked theStivers. Brothers Construction Company whether
or not they were unhappy over cancellation of their contract. We understand, that they were not.
In the fourth place, Union men
have a perfect right to voice their objection to affairs of Government: they
pay taxes just like you do, Mr. Smith.
If the Governor doesn't want any
trouble around his house, we don't
blame him. We wonder if Mr. Smith
insists on non-union repairmen around his own house, or hires nonunion printers for his publication ???

Something Must Be Wrong At Monticello
The Somerset (Ky.) Journal,
noting that Monticello, Ky. has completed arrangements to buy electric
power wholesale from TVA,stated in
an editorial of December 29th that a
13 per cent reduction in rates will result from such arrangement.
Maybe the citizens of Monticello

should come look at the new TVA supplied community of South Fulton.
According to many of the householdersikuld businessmen that The News
has talked to in South Fulton, rates
are down approximately 50 per cent
here since TVA power has begun
serving that community.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

A Home In The Suburbs
By Edgar L. Harden, President,
Northern Michigan College
A recent graduate declared: "My
ambition in college was to get a
sound education so that I could get a
good job to support a family and
build a home in a quiet suburban
community."
In a world confronted with deep
economic and social dilemmas, the
majority of our students would apparently like to escape to "a home in
the suburbs."
TODAY'S GRADUATES have
benefited from an education unknown
to any generation of students before
them. Now when our leadership—
indeed our national survival—is being challenged as never before in history, niany of our graduates seem unwilling to support the goals upon
which we have built our American
way of life.
Studies in over 100 colleges during the past 15 years reveal students
as deeply self-centered, bent on security and comfort. They want to see
a world of peace and justice. but they
won't join any crusade to work for
this end.
WE NEED men and women who
are willing to stand up and be counted. It takes courage to take a stand on
the issues that confront the free people of the world. But, surely, society
has a right to expect that from us to
whom much has been given, much
will be returned.
As good citizens earnestly trying
to live good lives, we have certain responsibilities if we are to live life at
our best.
AMONG THEM: If we believe
that we have benefited from a good
education, it is up to us to see that
others share those educational opporTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
PAUL and JOHANNA M WES'TPHELIN0
Editors and Publishers
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tunities. If we demand better schools
for our children, we must be willing
to. pay higher taxes to. support education.
If we demand good government
for our cities, states and nation, we
must recognize—that wise and honest
government is the product of wise
and honest citizens—and nothing
else.
If we demand that crime be punished, we must support honest enforcement in our cities without any
personal privileges or exceptions for
ourselves.
If we demand freedom of worship for ourselves, we must respect
the right of other creeds.
If we demand freedom of speech,
we must not suppress it in others.
If we really believe that in a
profound sense all men are created
equal, then we must do everything
we can to prevent the recurrence of
"the tragedy of Little Rock."
Thomas Paine pointed out that
"those who reap the blessings of liberty must. like men, • undergo the
fatigue of supporting it."
THE DEEPEST satisfactions in
lite_result from meeting our responsibilities. Much has been given. Much
is expected in return.
WARMTH
It is not the shilling I give you
that counts, but the warmth that it
carries with it from my hand.
—2-1iguel de Unamuno
All the beautiful sentiments in
the world weigh less than a single
lovely action.
—James Russell Lowell
The man who radiates good
cheer, who makes life happier whereever he meets it, is always a man of
vision and of faith.
—Edwin Osgood Grover
Human affection is not poured
forth vainly, even though it meet no
return. Love enriches the nature, enlarging, purifying, and elevating it.
—Mary Baker Eddy
We receive love--from our children as well as others—not in proportion to our demands or sacrifices
or needs, but in proportion to our own
capacity to love.
—Rollo May

STRICTLY BUSINESS

"Does your

first television appearance

nervous, Mr. Potdeby?"

kr/ McFoadors

make

Turning Back The Clock-17, 1141
The Young Men's Business Club
met in its regular dinner session
Tuesday night at the Rainbow
Room.
Hendon Wright. president, presented Paul Bushart, who explained a new project which is being
backed by Swift St Company and
the 4-H Club. The project is
placing of baby chickens with
children on farms.
The Fulton Bulldogs won a 29 to
18 victory over the Wingo Indians
at the Science Hall last Friday
nights. The Pups also won 32 to
20 in the preliminary game.

I

of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Britlain, Third Street, has been
chosen by the faculty of the Fulton High School, for the 1.). A. R.
Good Citizenship Pilgrimage.
Mrs. Charlie G. Fields. age 78.
died early Tuesday morning at
the home of her son, Roy Fields,
on Central Avenue. Mrs. Fields
had been in ill health for several
years.
Willard Harrington, 23. of Metropolis, and Clarence Eldridge,
21, of Murray, escaped from the
Hickman jail Tuesday night. They
made their escape by sawing the
bars in their cell and removing
bricks from the outer wall.

100 Years Ago This Week
An Ilislorlcsi review of THE CIVIL WAS DAY BILLIAT
'eon U., orlrlo•I
Material ly 001. DeblIration at nntly •no .....
ending tree rel,rences le the Library of entree.. Waohington iltspertins
and
In the Ramce was unions very one-sildedi Ise song to Se fair in
',nerve • ailAlWal balnisio .
By

WILLIAM

and got away. The men the
Routh lost at Ft. Donaldson could
easily have turned the tide at any
latter battle, for almost never
again did the South have numerical superiority in a fight.
But back to the first weeks of
1861. The vaeious states in the
South were considering ecession.
What should they do? Union sentiment in those states were sick
of the faint-heartecinesi of the
Administration in Washington.
In South Carolina the people
had taken a second look at secession. Said a reporter from Charleston: -The people here have appeared not so jolly as usual."
' Most southern states had set
dates for a vote on secession.
In Delaware, the citizens of
Wilmington fired a salute of 21
guns to honor Major Anderson
and his men. (Delaware would
furnish the powder for the guns
of the North.)
And in the North, "Massachusetts says she will respond with
troops as soon as they are called
for by the Federal Government"
The motto there was: "Sustain
the Union and the laws"

at uund town with
-

The Fulton Board of Education
held its regular monthly meeting
at the high school building Monday night.
Maxwell McDade,-Mrs. Kenneth Snyder was hosnewly elected member, began his
tess to her regular afternoon
term.
bridge club Tuesday at her home
on Maple Avenue. Among the two
The Dresden Lions deefated the
tables of players were two guests,
South Fulton Red Devils and
Mrs. Leonard Melching of SalsAngels in a doubleheader 'Nesburg. Maryland and Mrs. John
day night in Dresden. The Angels
Daniels.
lost by a score of 35 to 32 and the
Red Devils were defeated 32 to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robert
25.
Bennett announced the birth of a
daughter, born Tuesday. January
Miss Kathrine Brittain, daughter
14, in the Fulton Hospital.

American greeted the new year
of 1860 . . . one hundred years
ago . . v:ith the worst kind of
mis-givings. It was about three
months until South Carolina militia would bombard Ft. Sumter
and ignite the already smoldering
Civil War.
But in January of that year. no
one in the land could tell what
the future would bring. Pessimists
looked ahead to the time when
all the southern states, including
Maryland, Kentucky. western Vir_
ginia (there was no West Virginia then) and Missouri would
secede from the Union. Delaware
might even secede, and New
York City might become a free
city.
If Aearyland seceeded, then the
North would lose Washington
City,
the
Nation's
capitol.
The Washington CONSTITUTION
printed a letter !rem Ex-Governor John Reynolds of Illinois in
which he said: "Thtre is no earthly power that can prevent a union
of the slave states in this struggle
for their lives and existence . .
(if Washington goes south) . •
I hope, but I do not believe, the
Northern States will save the
Union by agreeing to abide by
the compact made in the Constitution by their forefathers."
Said one editorial: "The New
Year dawns upon a broken
Union
upon hostile sections of
a common country ... upon public credit blasted, enterprise paralysed...all commerce at a stand-still. It comes laden with danger
. . pregnant with promise of
strife and ruin. It brings us face
to face with stern reality."
In Washington the Commissioners from the seceded State of
South Calrolina had delivered an
ultimatum: "The United States
must evacuate the fort in the territorial waters of South Carolina,
had delivered an ultimatum: "The
United States must evacuate the
fort in the territorial waters of
South Carolirm or the new nation will fight."
President Buchanan asked his

boat
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January

steal of some $800,000 in Indian
Tribal bonds from the treasury
department.) Floyd was never
fully investigated, he was never
tried And therefore we must assume, in all fairness, to remember
that according to our ideals (not
always carried out) "lie is innocent until proven guilty."
Unfortunately for the Nation,
both North and South. the affair
backfired to the discredit of the
South. When the Civil War started, Fiod satt made a Malor-General in the Conferedate Army. Ile
was in command of Ft Donaldson
with 22,000 Confederate troops
when Grant appeared before the
fort with only 15.000 Union soldiers HON d's first thought was of
self-preservation Ile said to his
subordinate.: "If they catch me,
they'll hang me" Ile fiddled with
time until the Union forces outnumbered his, then resigned The
second -in-command also resigned
It WWI up to the third-in-emn'nand. Buckner, to surrender
the Fort Some Confederate troops
refused to surrender and escaped.
Floyd crossed the river in • small

Ouida Jewell
A group of Fulton Jaycees went
over to Hickman last Thursday
evening and organized a Junior
Chamber of Commerce in that
city. Their charter will be presented in the near future.
Bosses Night for the local Jaywill be held on February 24.
Speaker for the occasion will be
George Spence, president of the
Tennessee Jaycees, who is a very
outstanding speaker. Also, on
February 24, the Outstanding
Jaycee Awards
be presented.
Cl'ea

The election of new officers by
the Fulton Jaycees will be held
next month and they will take
over their offices on April 1.
Rumor has it that the Jayee:es
.
and the local Chamber of Commerce are planning to stage all
old-fashioned Ken-Tenn. Fair here
this year. It will be a week-long
fair, with horse shows, merchandise-shows. with two big tents,
rides for the children, beauty ievue, talent show, tiny-tot revue,
and many other features.

night to their new home at 318
Wynn Hurst Court. Columbus.
Miss., when they stopped on the
Martin Highway in South Fulton
in front of the South Fulton
Cleaners to let their cat out for
a walk.
The grey cat, which is very
gentle and about six months old,
had a grass string around its
neck. Just a. Mr Parker let go
of the cat, a large truck came by
and seared the animal, and it ran
away.
The animal is a pet of the Parker children and a search for over
an hour followed all in vain.
If anyone finch the cat, the
Parker family told Leland Jewell
(my father) at Puckett's Service
Station. they would appreciate it
if the animal would be sent to
the above address. C. 0. D.
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The South ' Fulton P-TA will
have a Civil Defense Study Course
January 30 between the hours of
9 and 11 11 m at the home of
Mrs. Robert Taylor on Vancli
Street.
MINISTER .or MUSIC

Have you noticed that the old
Announcement is made today
building north of Meacham's by the First Hoehn Church that
Grocery on Commercial Avenue James I.. Clark has been called
has been torn down!'
as Minister of Music here and
will begin his duties on February
John Parker. his wile and two I. Mr. Clark is from the Buena
children from Illinois were travel- Vista Baptist Church at Owensing through Fulton late Sunday boro.

C

CI

408 L

M.

Cabinet to vote on the withdrawal
of the troops. The seven cabinet
members voted on the motion:
"Should Major Anderson (and his
one hundred men) be withdrawn
from Ft. Sumter?" Thompson.
Thomas. and Floyd voted Yeas.
Holt, Black, Stanton, and Toucey
Voted Nays.
Vice-President Breckinridge, a
Kentuckian, said: "Anderson was
right." Anderson had withdrawn
from one fort, but had destroyed
the military property, South Carolina claimed all the American
military property withirs her
borders. Breckinridge did atr he
could duhing the next three
months to prevent the break-up
on the Union, but finally went
with the South, to become a major-general and finally secretary
of war for the Confederacy.
General Scott, chief of all
American Army forces, said: "I
will stand with the brave Major
Anderson to the end." (Scott was
a Virginian and when the war
started, he remained with the
Union.)
The
Charleston
COURIER
said: "Anderson has the distinction of opening the Civil War."
(That was more
than three
months before the opening of the
war, and the COURIER did not
say "War Between the States."
The words used were "Civil War."
Secretary of War Floyd resigned "and a good thing" said
the, newspapers. Oddly, according
to the papers, Floyd was a Union
man, but suddenly he switched
to argue for South Carolina and
dis-union. Said the papers of early
1861 "Floyd was actuated by personal motives, to withdraw attention from the pending investigation."
Floyd was under suspicion of
fraud. He had managed to get the
government auditors placed under
his own department of the army,
where they were to report to him.
It was claimed that he had then
defrauded the government in vari0Us shady contractor dealings.
(Nothing new, but Floyd, claimed
the papers, was also involved in a

Call Ds To Save
Money On Repairs
A aatisfied customer is our
hest teetimonial. That 1
ohs' we give you fast, et/1,4mt, technical service and
low rates on TV repaint. It
all adds-up to saving you
mone•!
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NOTICE
I will be at the City Hall
in Fulton on Saturday,
JANUARY 28th
and also two Saturdays in February
8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m.
for the purpose of selling
1961 LICENSE TAGS.
I will also have my office at Hickman open on
the Saturdays during January and February that I
will not be at Fulton.
(Please bring your last year's registration
receipt with you)

KATHRYN LANNON
FultorLCo,Unty Court Clerk
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Miss Barbara Boyd, Bride - Elect,
Honored At Breakfast At Rebel Room
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By Agatha Gayle Voelpel
Honoring Miss Barbara Ann
to
Boyd, whose
engagement
Thomas Templeton was recently
announced, Mrs C. D. Edwards,
Mrs. Glenn Dunn Mrs. Joe Hall,
Mrs. J. E Campbell, Mrs C.13.
McDaniel and Mrs Jack Edwards
were hostesses at a breakfast at
the Derby Rebel Room on Saturday morning. the fourteenth of
January.
The long breakfast table was
most attractive with a unique
of fruits,
center arrangement

Burton - Cash
Wedding Told
Mr :Ind Mrs. William Burton
of Hornbeak, Tenn.. wish to announce the marriage of their eldest daughter. Patsy Ruth; to Gerald Clayton Cash, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Cash of Water Valley. Ky.
The wedding was aolemnized
at the home of Rev. Robert Covington, pastor of the First Baptist
Church in Union City, 'Penn, on
Friday evening, Dec. 23. Kenneth
Mobba, Union City and Lynn McKittrick (niece of the groom) of
Water Valley were the only attendants,
The young couple now reside
on Route 2. Water Valley where
Mr Cash is engaged in farming.
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grapes, and ivy in a tall milk glass
bowl.
The honoree chose a beige wool
distinctively styled dress with
which she wore blown accessories.
Her gift corsage was of carnations. She was also presented a
gift by her hostesses. The invited guest list included:
Miss Boyd. her mother, Mrs. Paul
Boyd, _bliss Ella Doyle, Mrs. Max
McDade, Mrs. Charles Itinford,
Mrs, R. V. Putnam, Miss Nancy
Adams. Mrs. William B. Stokes,
Mrs. Virginia Stokes, Mrs road
lionira. Mrs. Robert Binford, Mrs.
Fred Hormel, Mrs. Ward Johnson,
Miss Pam Hornra, Mrs. Ward
Bushart, Mrs. Grady Varden, Mrs.
II. L. Bushart, Mrs. J. R. Hogan,
Mrs. Gilson Latta, M6s Carol
Minn. Mrs. W. M. Blackstone,
Mrs.-Ronald Jones of Paducah,
Mrs. J. E. Fall Jr., and Mrs. Charles llomra.

Henderson - Jones
Engagement Told
Mr and Mrs Nelson Henderson
of St. Louis, Mo., announce the
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Marilyn Jo of Wingo,
to Jerry P. Jones of Mayfield.
The wedding will be performed
at the Wing° Church of Christ on
January 29. with Alonzo WilC
liams, minister, officiating.
The best man will be Don Mills
of Clinton. Miss Joyce Henderson
of Fulgham will be the maid of
honor.
Usher-groomsmen will be Richard Camp and..,. Tom Fortenbery.
Bridesmaids will be Misses Alethen Camp and Ann Shelby. Pamela Butler will be flower girl, and
Terry Henderson will be ring
bearer.
The wedding music will be presented by Tom Moody, organist,
and Donna Baldwin. soloist.
A reception will be held in the
Merit clubhouse at Mayfield.
Oirt-of-town wedding guests at
'a houseparty will be Misses June
Foy. Edna Earle Skinner, Myra
Campbell. Mary Ann Shemwell,
Nancy Taylor. and Virgie May
Tucker.

We have complete stocks

GERIATRIC Dayton V-Belts
for

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

HOME and FARM
Machines

BENNETT
PHONE :w I

ELECTRIC
FULTON

ANNOUNCEMENT
THE HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME is proud to
announce to the people of Fulton. South Fulton
and the surrounding area that their ambulance
is now equipped with a

RESUcITATOR
307 I

n on
tat I

the device that
• Supplies oxygen and breathes for you
• Is essential in the early treatment of
heart

attacks,

drownings,

ebral

Myers - Gibson
Wedding Told

2sicalv

On Friday night, December 30,
at six-thirty o'clock, Miss LaMrs. Mozelle Green, a patient in
Wanna Rose Myers was married
to Gerald Wayne Gilson in the Fulton Hospital, is much improved. Her daughter, Jackie, arrived
home of the bride's parents.
The double ring ceremony was Sunday from Lansing, Mich. to
her bedside.
attend
read by the Reverend Joe F. McMinn in the presence of members of both families and a few
Mrs. Jewell McClain was disclose friends.
niissed from General Hospital in
The bride is the daughter of Jackson Thursday, after undergoMrs. Willis Attebery of Crutch- ing surgery over a week ago. She
field and Adolph. Myers of Wau- is at the home k
friend in
kegan, Illinois.
Jackson.
Mr. Gibson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walton Gibson of Mos-.
Members of the. Martin YMBC
cow, Kentucky.
The bride, given in marriage by held their first meeting of the
recently with a supper at
year
her step-father, Willis Attebery,
wore a • street length dress of the Park Terrace Restaurant at
white wool jersey with black ac- South Fulton. Main business of
cessories. She wore a corsage of the session was the installation of
pink carnations pinned at her the officers who will serve for
the first half of 1961.
shoulder.
Her only attendant was Miss
The Home and Garden Depart,
Brenda Hale. Mr. Gibson chose
his nephew, Donald Gibson, as ment of the Fulton Woman's Club
Friday was privileged to hear
best man.
A small reception was held in Mrs. Arch Huddleston in another
the home following the wedding. of her interesting talks on birds.
The couple left shortly after the Mrs. Huddleston, who has made
wedding for an unannounced a study of birds, discussed types
found in this region, their miwedding trip.
They are now at home with gration and feeding, and inspired
her audience not only to observe
the goann's parents.
but to provide feed and water for
them,,especially during the winter months. A display of artificial birds was
furnished by Mrs. Robert Batts
and son, Andy.

Mrs. Blankenship
Marries January 8

Announcement is made today
of the marriage of Mrs. Irene
Blankenship, formerly of Fulton
and Barton G. Haggerty of Durham, North Carolina.
The vows were exchanged at
three o'clock in the afternoon,
Sunday. January 8, in the chapel
of the First Baptist Church at
Mintgomery, Ala.
Dr. White, pastor of the church,
officiated, in the presence of a
small group of relatives and
friends.
The bride wore a coral knit
suit,, with printed blouse of coordinating material and color.
Iler hat was of coral and the other
accessories were of navy blue.
She wore a corsage. of rosebuds.
Following a wedding trip in the
South, Mr. and Mrs. Haggerty will
be at home after February 1st
at 2806 Legion Avenue, Durham,
N C

Brockwell - Bonds
Wedding Announced

The Drama and Literature Department of the Fulton Woman's
Club met Tuesday evening at 7:30
at the club home.
Mrs. Geri Braswell, county
health nurse, was the speaker at
the January meeting of the Terry_
Norman PTA Thursday, Jan. 12,
at 2:30 at the school. "Safety in
the Home" was her subject and
she discussed the many hazards
that could be found in the home.
Mrs. Robert Stephenson, nee
Miss Joy Yates, a recent bql•le,
was the inspiration for a lovely
household shower Thursday at
7 p. m. at the First Christian
Church. Hostesses for the party
were Misses Cleta Beggs, Scarlet
Turner and Jill Edwards.

Bynum - Colburn
Engagement Told

Page 3

The 'quarterly meeting was closed
with the singing of the hymn
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Bynum. "Love Is The Theme" and prayer
Dukedom, Tenn., announce the en- by Mrs. White.
gagement of their only daughter,
Joyce Ann, to Charles Ray ColThe cotton farmer gets 65 cents
burn, son of Mr. and Mrs. 1"alter
for the cotton used in a pair of
Colburn, Dukedom, Tenn.
overalls that retails for $3.30.

County Baptist
WMU Association
Meets In Fulton
The Fulton County Baptist.
WMU Association met Monday at
the Fulton First Baptist Church
with Mrs. Harry Allison, President, presiding. The theme for
the day was "Love Shares". The
meeting was opened with singing
of this year's WMU hymn,"Christ
for the Whole Wide World".
Watchwords were repeated after
which Rev. J, T. Drace of Hickman First Church, led in prayer.
A very inspiring devotion was
brought by Rev. Truett Miller,
Fulton.
Mrs. James Green, president of
the host church WMU, welcomed
all members and guests. The business session followed with chairmen of the Fundamental and
Youth Departments giving reports on past quarterly work.
Crutchfield Baptist WMS received
the attendance banner.
In keeping with the theme Mrs.
Flynn Powell sang "Overshadowed by His Mighty Love." Mrs. W.
C. White, Cadiz, Ky., Southwestern Region Baptist WMU President, brought a challenge through
her
message, "Love
Shares
Through
Woman's
Missionary
Union".
"We are by nature inclined,
even tho Christians, to turn selfward. We need to share God's
love with others," she said.
The afternoon session opened
with a hymn and prayer, followed by Stewardship Thoughts presented by Mrs. Frank Key, Association Stewardship Chairman,
of Liberty Church WMS. Mrs. W.
0. Lassater, of Fredonia, Ky..
Regional Youth Leader, was introduced and gave a brief talk.

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams and
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Austin spent
Sunday in Murray visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Adams and
sons.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Roberts and
son of Mayfield were dinner
Miss Brenda Joyce Brockwell guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
and Terry Randall Bonds were Jewell and Ouida Saturday evemarried January 14, at four o'- ning.
clock in the afternoon in the home
Mrs. Leland Jewell was hostess
of the officiating minister, Bro.
Paul J. Bates of the Central to her weekly club at her home
on Carr Street Thursday evenChurch of Christ.
The quiet, but impressive cere- ing. Folleaving several games and
mony, was performed in the pres- the awarding of prizes, a delicious salad plate and cold drinks
ence of the immediate families.
Mrs. Doyle Smith, sister of the were served.
groom was matron of honor and
The Chamber of Coming-cc
Hancel Bonds, brother of the
Board of Directors met Monday
groom was best man.
The lovely young bride was at- at noon.
tired in a winter white faille
Mrs. W. E. Jackson, a former
sheath dress with a scoop neckline and three - quarter length Fulton resident, recently returnsleeves. Her accessories were ed to South Fulton to make her
home after living in Bardwell for
black.
She carried an orchid on a the past several years. Her new
o hitt. Bible.
address is 406 Smith Street. Mrs.
The bride is the daughter of Jackson and her late husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Brockwell of formerly owned and operated
Fulton and the groom is the son Jackson's Drug Store here, then
of Mrs. Bessie Bonds of South they later owned a drug store in
Fulton and the late Ben Bonds. Bprdwell.
Immediately following the ceremony, the couple-left for a short
Bobby Vowell returned to Fulwedding trip.
ton this week to live after being
Mr. and Mrs. Bonds left Sun- In the U. S. Army for the past
day afternoon for Los Angeles, three years. He has resumed Mr
California to make their home.
.
z
.,
duties at the Henry I Siegel corn
pany here and is making his home
P-TA TO MEET
at 315 Carr Street.
The West Fulton P-TA will
hold .its regular monthly meeting
Mrs. Bobby Benhett was hosThursday afternoon at 3 at the tess to a lovely household shower
study hall of Fulton High. A large at her home in South Fulton on
attendance is urged and an in- January 10, tlimoring her sister,
teresting program has been plan- Miss Brenda Brockwell, bridened.
elect of Terry Bonds.

BARGAIN DAYS
3 Days Only-. Jan. 19, 20, 21

Service at no extra charge to you.
For the finest in ambulance service and trained
attendants and the only ambulance service in
this area equipped with a resuscitator always call

12M

(rogularly $1.12)

2 GAL'S
MOTOR OIL
$2.50

FULTON, KY.

$1.10
$3.75
$3.55

(mauled)
,$t=

SMALL GARDEN HOE

$2.15

(regularly 52.60$

SINGLE LAMP BROODER, less

bulb

$2.10

(regularly-S2_55)

WRECKING BAR

954:

tregularle $1.15)

PUMP PUERS

95c
fregraterlY $1-25)

QT. INTERIOR
ENAMEL
$1.50

HAND SAW

$4.70
(regularly $6.701

YALE PADLOCK

98c

~AM,11425)

DAIRY BRUSH

$1.00
(regellartY $1.25)

MILL BASTARD FILE,8" size ...2for $1.00
(regularly 2 for $1.267

HEAVY STRAP HINGES,6" size 2 prs. $1.00
e2 pen, regularly 51.30$

INFRA-RED LAMP BULB

95c

$1.10)

75 WATT
BULBS
5 FOR $1

ELECTRICAL HEATING TAPE

' .
i

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

"lar.

YOUR

Phone 399

S. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

SOUTHERN STATES <V014.07TIVE SERVICE AGENCY

COME SEE...COME SAVE
AT YOUR NEW LICENSED

Westinghouse
MOP

LAUNDRY STORE

It's the smart, modern, economical
way to do your family was.
You'll save TIME! You'Irsave MONEY!

grand opening special!

FREE
to our first 100 customers:
Be an early bird, and take home
this handsome, fashionable apron.
It's our FREE GIFT TO YOU!

* FUN FOR ALL
* FREE BALLOONS FOR
THE KIDDIES
UNATTENDED

YOU-DO-IT-YOURSELF. ,.AND SAVE

50%

YOUR LAUNDRY EVERY WEEK!

WASH
20c

$2.50

(regularly OAS)

OliTitER P4

DRY
10c
For
10 Minutes

WE NEVER CLOSE ... OPEN AROUND THE CLOCK
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY,7 DAYS A WEEK

LAUNDROMAT
WESTINGHOUSE Across
From City Hall
301 Main St.. Fulton

PHONE 7

PAINT ROLLER KIT
(,waiarly $1.45)
3
/
1
2 LB. AXE
tr.gui..ty $4.40)
SPADING FORK

Saturday January 21st

ON

$1.00

COMPOUND $1.00

GRAND OPENING

tiL

$1.10

)
(regulerlY $1.55

3 0•41E-ral
'
s CAULKING

Per Machine
19-16.1 Load

HORNBEAK FUNERAL
HOME

GAL PAINT THINNER
(r•g.i.dy $1.35)
CAULKING GUN ..
. . ...

,

COIN-OPERATED

cc

AMANDA MILANI"
Amanda Milam, reprefenting
Jut Lanes of Fulton, overcame a
70-pin deficit in the final game of
the bowling series to defeat Irene
Walters of Metropolis, Illinois on
WPSD-TV at Paducah Saturday
afternoon.

SOUTHERN STATES'

strokes and electric shock.
• Is provided by Hornbeak's Ambu
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HOSPITAL NEWS

Civil War Celebrated
Nationally 1961 -'65
Kentucky will be a major participant in the national celebration of the Civil War Centennial,
1961 through 1965.
The Blue Grass state has many
landmarks, battlesights, memorials and homes dating back to the
Treat struggle betWeen the states.
iNvo of the more notable memorals are Lincoln Memorial Nation41 Historical Park near Hodgendile, and Jefferson Davis Monument in Fairview.
Lincoln Memorial is a park
dedicated to the memory of Abraham Lincoln, ''the Great Emancipator", and Civil War President
of the Union. Within the park is
a stately granite structure which
houses the cabin' where Lincoln
was born. The 56 steps leading up
to the memorial mark the life
span of the mat liberator.
split - rail
picturesque
The
fences, winding their Way through
the park grounds, leand an atmosphere reminiscent ,fo the Lincoln era. Other attractions at the
park are the huge "boundary
oak", estimated to be over 300
years old and the souvenir shop,
where souvenirs of the Lincoln
age may be purchased.
Standing in Fairview is a tow-

Low Water Level
To Be Maintainted
At Reelfoot Lake
The control of the water level
on Feedfoot lake, begun this
month to extend through March
1, is being carried out to improve
both sport and commercial fishing
according to Forr'est V. Durand,
director of the Tennessee Game
& Fish commission.
Mr. Durand announced that the
game and fish commission and
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, acting in the interest Of
sportsmen and others concerned,
have formulated the following as
a part of the over-all water management plan for Reelfoot lake
during 1961

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

1

"Covering everything"
Phone 445
Fulton, Ky.
422 Lake St.

Farm News, Meetings, Events

NEWS

man and Murray in the local ASC
offices
BARD URGES FARMERS TO
PARTICIPATE IN 191 A(7P
PRACTICES

HILLVIEW 110sPITAL
(Ed', note: the following Information rupplled THE
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
Dianne_Matheny, Route 4; Mrs.
'envies hill te o/ specie/ interest to Progressive faroners in Vie
Farmers of Fulton County who
Joe Graves; Mrs. Walter Hawkes;
?'en -Tenn meal:
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Honored At FarmHome Award Session

PIZZA

DARI-CREAM Sandwich Shop

JANUARY
SPECIALS
NYLON SEAMLESS

HOSE

2 PAIR

$1

(98c YARD VALUES)

Win an 8 Day Trip to Italy

YARD

Drapery Material

Remnants

REGISTER TO

59c

Absolutely Free

111,11.4
• QUALITY MATERIALS

All you have to do is select your favorite hair-

• EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

style from features in our 'Elegant& Fashion Book.

• FREE DESIGN BLUE
PRINTING ANI) PLAN-

BOYS SPORT

2 FOR

SHIRTS $3
Long Sleeve: $1.98 & $2.98
Values ... $1.59 Each or.

KASNOW'S
448 - 52 LAKE STREET

SPECIAL RATES for JANUARY
PERMANENTS
REGULAR PRICE
$15.00
$12.50
$10.00

NING SERVICE.
• LOW PRICES

No Down Payment
Needed!

SPECIAL PRICE

Up To 60 Months
To Pay

$12.50
$10.00
$ 8.50

Jewell's Beauty Shop
— Phone 739
606 Arch St., —
—
Judy Mcilwain. Zane Taylor and Jewell Myatt

Builder's Supply Inc.
PHONE 96

FULTON, KY.
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IT'S HERE NOW!
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On January 1 the state's two
new programs to provide free
medical aid to needy people of
Kentucky went into action. Approximately 227,00(0 Kentuckians
are potentially eligible for the
benefits.
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New Program To Provide Free
Medical Aid To Needy Begins

THE SIMPLIFIED
FEEDING BLOCK
YOU ASKED FOR
*WHIN MINERAL tfltAattitS
M A Sti.E. FEED SLOCK

A. C. BUTTS
AND SONS
East stateline

Phone 202

The first plan, operating on a
budget of abouts.$3.7 million in
state and federal funds, will pay
in whole or part, the doctor, dentist, hospital, and c'rug bills of all
,eLigible,tierseeo,--winte-esangt-now
pay the bills themselves.
Those eligible for aid under this
new program include all those
now receiving monthly assistance
payments from the Ktatucky Department of Economic Security,
Which will administer the two

WOOLEN MATERIALS AT
DRASTIC REDUCTIONS!
Regularly $2 98 fine quality

Wool Broadcloth And Tweeds
$1.98 YARD
Reg.$3.29 Velveteens .. $2.29 Yd.
Reg.$3.49 Wood Jersey.. $2.39 Yd.
Vacuum Cleaner Sale
Complete Outfit . . . . $39.95
Sewing Machine Sale
Cabinet Models . . . . $89.50
A complete Stock Of Accessories
SINGER SEWING CENTER
311 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

medical plans. There were 1037
persons in Fulton County
in November.
In adc:ition to the program for
public assistance recipients, there
is an additional plan set up for
providing medical care to those
over 65, who are not now receiving any kind of state aid. This will
assist those who have an individual income of $1,000 or less a
year, or couples with a joint annual income of $1,50- or less This
program was allotted $2 million
in state and federal funds. It provides hospitalization and physician's service, but does not include
dental or drug care.
The nun.'.....
tnis additional program will benefit in the
county cannot be estimated until
after the program has been in
operation for two or three months,
according to officials of the Department of Economic Security.
Kentucky has had a program to
provide public assistance aid to
the needy as far back as 1936, but
there has never been any type of
medical care plan. The state's new
revenue program made inauguration of the plan jrossible this year.
da111111110110

VETERANS
CORNER
T
Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration
to questions of interest from former servicemen and their families:
Q.—I sold my GI home and got
a release from liability from the
VA for any future payments. Am
I now eligible for another GI
loan'
A.— You may or may not be.
Release from liability does not
,iutomatically restore eligibility
for another loan It is restored
only under certain conditions,
such as selling your home because
of health reasons, moving to another area for a better job, etc.
Q.—Under the old death com-
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Be Our Guests
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Every morning the WFUL"Live-Wire"- with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience, percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.
Besides the regular news roundup,WFUL
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways. News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.
Be our Guest - - keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

SERVICE

During the thirty-fifth National
Convention of the Girl Scouts of
the If. S. A., held In St. Louis in
the month of November, the National President, Mrs. Charles
Culmer, made the announcement that in the future all leaders would be identified by yellow
ribbons worn on the shoulders of
their uniforms.
The National
Board of Directors had made this
decision so that leaders would
have a tangible symbol of admiration for the work that they do. An
impressive ceremony of pinning
ribbons on the leaders present at
the convention followed the announcement.

Army PFC Charles D. Yates, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Yates,
Route 3, Hickman, is scheduled to
participate in the inaugural parade for President-elect John F.
Kennedy in Washington, D. C.,
Jan. 20, as one of the Presidential
military escorts.
Yates is assigned to the 1st Battle Group, 3c1 nfantry (The Old
Guard), frons_Fort •Myer;• Va., a
specially selected unit which serves regularly as The President's
personal honor guard. The group
also performs ceremonial acti,vities at high-level functions and
provides guards at the tomb of
In keeping with the national
the unknown soldier.
A member of the group's Honor precedent the Bear Creek Girl
received
Yates
Company.
Guafd
basic training at Fort Knox, Ky.
The 23-year-old soldier is a
1955 graduate of Western High
School. His wife, Mary, lives in
Alexandria, Va.
JACKSONVILLE (FHTNC) —
Jerry E. Murray, aviation, structural mechanic third class, USN.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frazier T.
Murray of Route I, Fulton, Ky.,
returned to Jacksonville, Fla.,
Dee. 15, with Patrol Squadron
Five following-"five months of
providing anti-submarine support
to the Sixth Fleet in the Medi-.
terranean.
The squadron participated with
unite of the British, French, Bahian and Greek armed forces in
NATO exercises.
FORT MYER. A. (AHTNC.),_.Army Pvt. George W. Gibson, son
of Mr. and Mrs_ Jewell Gibson,
Route 2, Hickman. Ky., is scheduled to participate in hte inaugural parade for President-elect
John F. Kennedy in Washington,
D. C., Jan. 20, as one of the Presidential military escorts.
Gibson is assigned to the 1st
Battle Group, 3d Infantry (The
Old Guard), from Fort Slyer, Va.,
a specially selected unit which
serves regularly as the President's
personal honor guard. The group
also performs ceremonial activities at high-level functions and
provides guards at the tomb of
the unknown soldier.
A machinegunner in the infantry's Company C. Gibson entered
the Army last June and completed basic combat training at
Fort Knox, Ky.
The 1-year-old soldier is a
1960 graduate of Fulton County
High School.
FORT MYER, VA. (AH'INC)—
Army Pvt. Thomas R. Farmer, 18.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Farmer, Route 3, Hickman, Ky.,
is scheduled to participate in the
inaugural parade for Presidentelect John F. Kennedy in Washington D. C., Jan. 20, as one of
the Presidential military escorts.
Farmer is assigned to the 1st
Battle Group, 3rd Infantry (The
Old Guard), from Fort Myer, Va.,
a specially selected unit which
serves regularly as The President's personal honor guard. The
group also performs ceremonial
activities at high-level functions
and provides guards at the tomb
of the unknown soldier.
A rifleman in the infantry's
Company C. he entered the Army
In June 1960 and received basic
training at Fort Knox, Ky.
Farmer is a 1960 gracthate of
Fulton County High School.
pensation program, the widow of
a deceased peacetime veteran received less than the widow of a
wartime veteran. Is this true under the Survivors Benefits Act?
A—No. The Survivors Benefits
Act provides for equal payments
for widows of both war and
peacetime veterans.
Q—I haven't received my insurance premium notice envelopes
from the VA. What should I do
about the payments?
A—By all means, keep sending
the premiums into the same VA
office when they become due, just
as you have in the past. But be
sure to include your full . name,
address, and your insurance number. You'll find that on your
policy. It will help to identify
your payment.
Q—I am the widow of a recently deceased World War II veteran.
lie never used his entitlement for
a GI loan. Am I eligible for this
benefit?
The earliest horse breeding
farm in Kentucky was Keenland
Stud near Lexington.

Scout Council proclaimed January 9 through January 13 as
wwek.,,
Appreciation
"Leader
During this week( yellow ribbons
ssere presented to all leaders and
assistant leaders at Neighborhood
and District meetings throughout
the Council. Tliese were a token
of the admiration and thanks of
the administrative personnel and
professional staff of the Council.
Region and National organizations. The leader of a Girl Scout
troop costributes a great deal to
the corcununity as. well as-to the
Girl Scout Organization.

11111 IITAIN WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band

ATTEND

CHURCH SUNDAY

TV REPAIR
AL Makes and Models
0
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
Phone 450

Ill Lake St.

DOUBLE
SAVINGS

Every Day
When You %

SHOP

PimIyig1yI

For FINER foods and DOUBLE SAVINGS Shop Piggly-Wiggly regularly. Day in, da,y out, you'll
find lower prices on more items, PLUS those wonderful S&H Green Stamps with every purchase.
FREE PARKING for 100 CARS. PRICES IN THIS AD Good thru Wednesday, Jan 25.

FRESH GROUND BEEF, 3 Lbs. $1
Eversweet

Mayrose Canned

PICNICS ... 3 Lbs.$1.99 Sliced Bacon .... Lb.49c
Sirloin Steak .... Lb. 79c Round Steak ... Lb.79c
Chuck Roast ... Lb.49c Rib Steaks ... Lb.69c
Round Bone
Bologna ... 3 Lbs. $1
Shoulder Roast Lb. 55c Reelfoot
Minute Steak .. Lb. 89c Chili Brick ... Lb. 59c

US No. 1 Red Potatoes,25-Lb.Bag 79c
Pink

Green

Texas Cabbage .. Lb.5c Grapefruit, 5-Lb. Bag 39c
Celery .... Stalk 5c Charmin Napkins Pkg.10c

Dixie Winner Flour,25-Lb.Bag $1.59
Flavor-Kist

Northern

$1 Crackers Lb.- Pkg. 27c
Grade "A" Large
Viennas 5 4-0z. cans $1 Plymouth Eggs, doz..45c
Hush's
Showboat
Pork & Beans 10 Cans $1 Sauerkraut No. 1 Can 10c
Tissue 12 Rolls .

Libby's all-meat

4 Ots.

I ,ibby's Drink

McCormick's

Black Pepper ... Can 39c Pineapple - Grapefruit $1
Save 20c
Maxwell House Instant
Salad Dressing Qt. 49c Coffee at. size ... $1.43
Plymouth

Peanut Butter

20-07..

2 Lbs. Jambo

Plymouth

Jar 59c Apple Jelly

Jar... 29c

Save With S&H Green Stamps

Mirror-Bright

Furniture Polish...$1.85

SAFE, FREE PARKING

OUR PARTY DEPARTMENT
Smoked Oysters — caviar — cocktail salami — all kinds of Nuts —

nirrirreliteMEMEM

A

RUPTURE
i1
The Snsational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Tram
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY

Y.

Council, received her ribbons at
the original ceremony in St. Louis,
as Mrs. Jones was attending the
convention as a Delegate tor Bear
Creek Council.

The District Chairmen were responsible for the presentation of
ribbons within their Districts and
meetings were held in Marion,
Mayfield, Paducah and Fulton for
this purpose. Mrs. Charles Jimes
Jr., a leader from the Bear Creek

it
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News From Our
Boys In The

408 Lake

DRUG CO.
St.

Fulton

50 FREE

S&H
GREEN
STAMPS

alb IMF coupes and MN or
earn is purchases.
Celli= Expires Jas.

SPECIAL COUPON VALUE
S&H
GREEN
STAMPS

50 FREE

With this Coupon and the purehase of large-sire

Stride Floor Wax $1.19

-
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Former Pilot Oak
Youth Dies Of
Accidental Shot

Jimmy Cheatham Has Been Given
All-American, Honorable Mention
player can achieve.
Besides this latest award, JimJimmy Cheatham, Fulton high my writ also named on the Allsenior and a tackle on the 1960-61 West Kentucky Conference team,
football team, has been awarded the All-State First team, an honor
"All-American, Honorable Men- never before achieved by a Fultion" among high-school football ton High player, and the Allplayers. This was announced in Southern team.
the January ,113- issue- of the St. - Jimmy had offers -frOen many
Louis Sporting News.
colleges and universities, but has
i All-American chosen to attend the University of
The boys nam,
Kentucky and play on the Wildall
schools
are chosen from high
over the United-States and Can- cat team.
ada. This title is the highest-honor that a high-school football
By Karen Dublin

Hickman Wins
ARTIifirTIS? Over Fulton Here

I have been wonderfully blessed
In being able to return to active
life after suffering from head to
foot with muscular soreness and
pain Most all points seemed affected According to medical diagnosis I had Rheumatoid Arthritis.
Rheumatism and Bursitis For free
Information write:

The Hickman County Falcons •
spurted in the last quarter to defeat the Fulton City Bulldogs by a
score of 55-39 here Friday night.
Hickman county held a 25-21
lead at the half, and were ahead
GOV BERT COMBS chats with youngsters at receiving the vehicles. The units, costing $7,54141
by only 34-31 at the end of the
Frankfort during presentation of four new book- each. are larger than these put into service in 1153
third quarter.
mobiles Tte young people represented counties and will serve
Sam Harper scored 25 points to
MRS. LELX S. WIER
for
Hickman
lead
the
County.
way
733
Hills
Drive
-2805 Arbor
lebrew said today. -There just
Jerry Lacewell'scored 12 for FulP. 0. Box 2695
wasn't anything we could do but
ton City.
Jackson, Mississippi
stand and watch as Mustain sank
Both teams used a zone defense
-mad•••••••YMIN=I
those long shots. We were as cold
in the first half and both held
as a wedge."
Accurate
well enough to keep the scoring
Prior to the girl? game, three
down. Both teams then went to a
WORKMANSHIP
Miss Bonnie Usrey was crowned
gals from the teams were honorpress in the last 1.alf.
Basketball Queen of 1961 in a
At Low Cost
ed
as the cage royalty of the year
The South Fulton Red Devils,
Hickman County 15 25 34 55 beautiful ceremony preceding the
Watchea, Climbs sari Timm
strengthened by the return of Bonny Usrey was crowned queen
Fulton City
10 21 31 39
game at 6:30 p. m. Friday. Her atNoses of AR Mods A...Aaron Hawks to the lineup and and Rose Mary Clark and Mary
lately Ropotrod at Low OM
tendants were Miss Rosemary rated one of the strongest teams Jane Cruce were her attendants
RP—
For married couples with two Clark and Miss Mary Jane Cruce, in the county, were tripped up
In the gins game, the SF girls
children the amount of- income
Friday night as Paris hit a torrid didn't have a worry in the World
Miss Usrey, the vivacious niece
ANDREWS
exempt from the Kentucky intreak in the final quarter and edg- Croce, by her self, more than
was
B.
Lee,
and
Mrs.
J.
of
Mr.
come tax has increased from $3,ed them 41-40.
Jewelry Cotnpany
equated the point production of
chosen by the members of the Red
000 to $4,000.
The South Fulton girls took no the entire Paris team as she -put
Devil and Devilette squads. She
foolishness
from
the
Paris
girls
in
20 counters.
has been an outstanding guard
on the Devilette team for the past and clobbered thorn 33-18.
The South Fulton men led by 12
three years and played on C. D.
Parr's championship team three points at the half and held onto
a
gradually declining lead until
years ago.
the final six seconds of the game.
She was the 1960 Harvest FestiAt that time the devils were on
val Queen and was attendant to
top 40-39 and then Cole got be
always Dependable, Courteous
A total of 165 students out of an
the football queen in 1959. She
hind a SF defender and came in
enrollment of 1.123 made the fall
has been a class officer for four
and Efficient.
for a crip.
quarter honor roll at the Univeryears, is a member of the Beta
The ball dropped throngh and
sity of Tennessee at Martin. acClub, student council and %vas
South Fulton was stunned with
cording to statistics compiled by
chosen most dependable" in the
its fourth defeat of the year.
the registrar's office.
Who's Who this year.
with Sympathy and Dignity
The Obion countians ran into
Students from South Fulton and
trouble in the final quarter. The
Fulton who earned a grade aver408 Eddings Street
Tel. 88
ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY defense was working perfectly age of "B" or better are: Robert
•"1•1•••••=11•1011=1.
and Paris was pushed way out on
J. Coates. Ann Laraine Fields,
the court. Then Paris' Mustain, a
Morgan K. Fields, Kellie R. Lowe,
short scrappy player, opened up Jr. anti Michael
D. Martin; and
a barrage from almost.mid-court.
Arvin Napier (summa cum laude)
Behind these accurate shots Paris,
of Fultbn.
was able to cut the lead add finally go ahead.
South Fulton's coach Ual Kil- ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAE

Bonnie Usrey
Crowned Queen

South Fulton
Boys Lose; Local
Girls Win Game

The Whitnel Funeral Home

Local Students Make
UTMB Honor Roll

Cadillac Ambulance Service
--_

we pay

Under Kentucky's new tax -i-v
credits are increased from $13
$20 and isicome taxes are reducen
an average 40 per cent.

- -

•
••
•

ON

savings
ia P•••;14.4
hialran4 •I•••••

10* down perrnenta• '"1- lb°
and ErsI Toms

BENNETT

This economy and heavenly cooking, too!
The only truly modern
cooking — clean, cool, safely flameless — of an
automatic electric range.
Buy yours now. Save. Be one step closer
to Gold Medallion Home
living — better living — all-electrically!
Only electricity provides

AMERICA'S PREMIUM QUALITY BEER

nameless cooking

MYERS DISTRIBUTING CO.

UTILITIES COMPANY
SERVICE
ICE

-Pad ucah

ELECTRIC

Falstaff

Cooking even big dinners electrically costs only about 11 per
person.

U

107 South 4th St.

There's light-hearted living

Pt

i SYMBOL

I First Industrial Plan

..laltiof Brash.Cbrowadotod SIL Leek,iliasosird

in light-hearted

1

5%
interest

•

"and it's so much
cleaner to cook
electrically"
/

An investor-owned oloctric company

123 NORTH 10th ST.
•

PADUCAH, KY,

TELEPHONE 443 - 3949

Pag

A Fulton student at the 1.1111•
versity if Kentucky is participatA I4-year-old boy, former resi- ing in the government of UK's
dent of the Pilot Oak community fraternity system, it was announcof-Graves County, was shot to ed by the UK Dean of Men's ofdeath in a hunting accident near fice.
Lone Oak Friday afternoon.
Robert H. White. Jr., a 'son of
The youth, Randall Carr, a It. II. White, Box 26, Fulton, is
freshman at Lone Oak School, serving as vice president of the
was hunting with a companion, Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
Freddie Howard, 14, also of Lone He is also a member of hte UK
Calk when the accident occurred Inter Fraternity Council.
near the Lone Oak baseball park.
A graduate of Fulton High
McCracken County officials said School, White is a junior in UK's
Howard slipped in some mud and College of Arts and Sciences.
his shotgun was accidentally disNineteen approved fraternities
charged. The blast struck Carr in
the chest and he was pronounced maintain Chapter Houses at UK.
These fraternities are governed
dead on arrival at a Paducah hosby the 82 elected officers and the
pital.
Inter Fraternity Council, under
McCracken
County
Coroner the supervision of Dr. Leslie L.
James Davis said Carr was stand- Martin, UK
dean of men.
ing about 15 feet from Howard
when the shotgun was discharged,
lie gave a verdict of accidental
1,0011 HIGH SCHOOLERS
death.
More than 1,000 Kentucky high
Carr was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Carr of 536'Columbus school students will participate in
Street. His father is an employe of musical concerts to be presented
the carbide plant at Paducah and during the Kentucky Music Eduhis mother is a teacher in the cators meeting at the University
I.one Oak school. The youth was of Kentucky Jan. 13-14. There
a member of the Lone Oak fresh- will be performances by an 850man basketball team and one of voice chorus and a ISO-piece
the most popular students in the
school.
The youth was an only child of
Complete Use
the Cam.
Funeral services' were held at Hearing Aid
Batteries
1 p. m. Sunday at Roth's Funeral
Ml sa•Aos af bevarbag aide
Home in Paducah and a second
nail our Noorliac A
gora
service was held at the Bethlehem
mama M yourtwit iappartual707Methodist Church near Pilot Oak
at 3-30 p. m. Sunday. Burial was
CITY DRUG CO,
In the church cemetery. The Rev
G. B. Clayton and the Rev. Wil- los Lake Street
Flaw 70
liam Adams officiated at the services.
Besides Ills parents the youth'
leaves his own grandparents, Mr
and Mrs. Roy Emerson and Mr.
and Mrs. J. E Carr, all of Pilot
Oak.

A Memorial Service

"electric cooking
costs us only 44
for big mealsI":

Bud White Is
Fraternity Officer
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS •CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs, Carey FrIelds •

Medical Care Program In Kentucky
Is Subject Of Series Of Seminars

he UnlirticipatA 1.1W's
innouncIan's of-

The medical care program in
Kentucky which became effective
the first of January has been the
subject of a series of seminars
over the State to better aquaint
the local health departmenst
with the- progrere-inni-ffreir part
In it.
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The seminars were held under
the auspices of the Kentucky State
Health Department January 5 at
Henderson. January 10 at Frankfort, and January 12 at Prestons!agora. -Attending were health officers and representatives of all
120 county health departments.
Other meetings have been held for
hospital administrators.
Patricia K. Conlan, M. D., Director of thk• Division of Medical
Care, lead the seminar discussidns,
with Mrs. Shirley Wester and Dan
S. Tuttle of the State Health Department staff taking part. They
explained the new program, unique in the United States, as outlined by legislation and the Governor's Advisory Committee on
Medical Care.
In this program, certain physician. hospital, and dental services
and specified drugs will be paid
for by Federal and State funds for
eligible persons on the Public Assistance roles. Persona, over 65

who qualify financially will be
entitled to physician's services
and hospital care. Because of
limited funds, these benefits are
now available only for care a
acute, emergency, and life-endangering enfirfittrins, including Mate mity, _care. Eligibility is being
established by the Department of
Economic Security while responsibility for quantity and quality
of mdeical dire Is under the Department of Health.
Benefits lef be paid to the tooperating
physicians,
dentists,
pharmacists, and hospitals are
based on the budget for the program and the estimated needs. As
the program progresses and needs
are more clearly defined changes
will be made to bring the program even more into line with the
essential requirments of good
medical care for Kentucky's indigents.
The program in Kentucky is
Possibly more stringent than in
other places as there is now less
money available and so many
needing these services. Kentucky
has some 144,000 persons— 4 1-2
per cent of the State's population
—on the Public Assistance role
and an estimated 80,000 who are
eligible for medical assistance for
the aged.
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Hiram Walker Duality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

FULL QUART $5.00

$4 as
ST 50
81.30

sib
Pint
Is Pint

(4 Years Old)

;t

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pinta $1.50

•

•

A•1 U Pe,.q dir.i.ht 5enrb4,44 Widnes 4 Yodre Old

HIRAM WALKER & SONS. NC.. PEORIA ILL.

lan

by
H. D. HAYFS
Your Telephone Manager

Business continues to thrive
here at Raymond Robinson grocery, since the opening last summer of a full line of staple and
fancy „groceries, gas and oil station. He invites your patronage.
With the help of Mrs. Robinson
and his son, they are being kept
very busy.
Mrs. Wess Jones has returned
home from the hospital in ratos.
and is much improved, according
to reports.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
and his son, David, have returned
home after a few days in Akron,
Ohio. David had his checkup with
his physician there.
Mr. Ed Friel& remains about
the same at his home near here.
He is able to sit up some in a
wheelchair.
We extend heart-felt sympathy
to the family of Mrs. Jesse Stephenson in her passing this past
week, after a lingering illness
Funeral service was held at
Union Chapel Church of Christ
Friday afternoon at 2. Rev. Garvin Brundige officiated, with burial in Morgan Cemetery. liowlin
and Riggs Funeral Home of Dresden was in charge of arrangements.
Miss Maud Sisson remains a
patient in Hillview under treatment for an attack of virus- An
early recovery is hoped for by
all her friends around this section.
rs. Wess Jones has returned
home after several "days' hospitalization last week. She is very
much improved.
Miss Barbara Griffith Is reported on the sick list and has
been absent from her work with
the Henry I Siegel Plant in Fulton.

Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •

DEATHS

Mrs. Beulah Cannon

Mrs. Beulah Ford (:,111/11),, forIMVNIMIV
4111dIdd.
merly of Water Valley, died at the
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Shady Rest riome near Mayfield
Perhaps the Poliottlfive is one
at 7 p. m. Wednesday, Jan. 11. She
of the most talked of subjects at
was 86.
Wayne
T.
Ed,earti.,
90,
forsirr
this. time. Mr. N. B. Reed has
been asl.ed to Serve as the bath funeral, digector and merchant at
Mrs. Cannon was born in
district chairman. Mrs. Brooks Water Vslley, 'lied at 5:35 p. ors Graves County, Ky.. Aug. 20, 1874,
Oliver, Mrs. Vaseoe Simpson, Mrs. Saturday at Jones Hospital in daughter of the late G. A. and
Johnnie Lee Simpson, Mrs. Har- Fulton. He bad been a patient Leanna Swift rorci of Graves
ye/ Vaughan, Mrs. A. 13. Reed and there for three months.
County. She was the widpw of
Furteral services were held John Cannon, who died several
probably others will 'assist in the
solicltThg funds fOr—thii Most Menday at '3 p. m at the Water years ago. She was a member of
worthy cause. Some soliciting has Valley Methodist Church. Bro. C the Old Bethel Primitive Baptist
been done in the community with W. Brinkley, pastor, officiated, as. Church.
•
no one refusing to making a .con-, .sisted by Bro. L. E. Moore, Jr.,
Mrs. Cannon leaves two brotribution. If everyune made a p3stor of Bayou de Chein Church thers, C.
A. Ford of Paris and
contributinn our quota could and Bro. Otis Schultz.
H. F. Ford of Akron.
easily be reached without anyone
Mr. Edwards was horn Sept. 9.
Services were held at Old
having to make too large a con- 1370 and had lived in Water Valtribution, and the task would be ley all of his life. He was a mem- Bethel Church Friday at 11 a. m.
Elder
James Theford of Greenpleasant for those who areaso- ber of Bayou de Chein Cumberfield and Elder Harvey Smith of
liciting.
land Presbyterian Church.
Dresden
officiated. Burial was in
Mr. and Mrs. I.vine Brundige
His wife, Mrs. Mamie Cannon
and Mrs. Buren Smith visited Mr. -Edwards died nine months ago the church cemetery under direction
of
Jackson Brothers.
and Mrs. Guayon Brundige and Saturday.

W. T. Edwards

family in Springfield. Ky. and Mr.
and Mrs. Garrett Brundige and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Whitver and family in Nashville
last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs Laverne Owensby
and Mrs. Glynn Owensby visited
Glynn who is a patient at the
Veterans Hospital in Nashville
last Saturday.
Mrs. Eula Rogers spent last
Saturday with the Harry Whitveil in Nashville
HarveyVaughan attended the
meeting of
Tennessee School
Board Members in Nashville last
Thursday and Friday. He was
very pleasantly surprised at the
close of the meeting when his
number was called for a door
prize which was a popup toaster.
He felt especially lucky as his
number was called at this meeting last year for a ham.
The C. G. Home Demonstration
Club will meet in the home of I
Mrs.
V.'C. Simpson at 1 P. M.
Mrs. Lee Peery has just recovered from a deep siege of Thursday, January 19. Visitors
are welcomed.
cold.

M

Other sick around here is Mrs.
Lucy Pettit. She is suffering from
PROFESSOR TALKS
• deep cold. She resides with her.
Dr. Wesley S. Krogdahl, direcdaughter, Mrs. Katie Wiley near
tor of the UK observatory, deState Line Road.
livered a paper on "The New Astronomy" before the American
Association for the Advancement
CAYCE NEWS
of Science meeting in New York.
Mrs. Llano* Booduraut
The meeting was widely reported
in this country and abroad.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Vick are
visiting their children and famJOINS INDONESIAN TEAM
ilies in St. Louis, Mo.
We are sorry to hear Elmer LiliMiss Jessie McQueen of New
ker and Mrs. Dood Campbell are York City has joined the Univerboth patients in the Fulton Hos- sity of Kentucky contract team in
pital. We wish them a speedy re- Indonesia as a full-time home ecocovery.
nomist. Recently returned from
We are sorry Freddie Gadberry the American Gas Association,
has been a patient-in Obion Coun- Miss McQueen becomes the team's
ty Hospital at Union City. We first full-time worker in that field.
hope he will soon be feeling fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McClellan
were Sunday afternoon guests of
Mrs. Frankie McClellan.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Simpson]
Fredia and Jack, of Fulton were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Simpson.
We are glad Mary Ann Simpson
is able to return to her duties as
teacher in the Clinton school after a week's illness.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Bethel of
Fulton visited Mrs. Bessie Allen
Friday.
Mrs. Gladberry of Clinton spen
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Bill Gadberry.
Mr. and 1S1rs. .Williatn
and family of St. Louis, Mo. span
the weekend with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tucker, Sr.

Mr. Edwards leaves two Sisters,
Mrs. J. B. Byrn of Water Valley
and Mrs. Eula Brizendine of
Clovis, N. M.; a step-daughter,
Mrs. Hal Kizer of Water Valley;
and a grandchild, Hal Jr. Kizer of
Water Valley

Van Ray Hastings
Van Hay Hastings, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Hastings of
Martin, Route 3, died Jan. 11 at
the Obion County General Hospital in Union City. The child was
born Nov. 28, 1960.
Funeral services were held at
the McConnell Baptist Church
Jai. 12, at 2 is. rt. The ReNLewis
Elliott officiated. Burial
in
East Side Cemetery in Martin,
under direction of W. W. Jones
and Sons Funeral Home of Martin.
The child leaves, besides his
parents, a brother, Bobby Lynn
Hastings; and two sisters, Glenda
Jean and Avonda Nell Hastings,
all of Martin. Route 3.

William Henry Howell
William Henry Howell of Fulton, Route 1, died at his home
Thursday at 5 p. m. He was 83.
Mr. Howell, a well known farm_
er, leaves his wife; and a son,
Herbert Howell of Fulton. Route
1.
Funeral services were held Saturday at 2 p. m. at the Whitnel
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
J. F. McMinn officiated. Burial
was in Rock Springs Cemetery.

Colorful Programs
Of Inauguration On
Order For $1.25
The fact-packed, bighly-illus
tested Official Inaugural Pro
gram documenting the Inaugura
tion of John F. Kennedy as Presi
dent and Lyndon B, Johnson a
Vice President will be available
early January, the Inaugural Pro
gram Commitee has announced.
The 64-page official souveni
program will have a four-cobo.
patriotic cover featuring the nev
50-star flag and the Americas
eagle. The program will contain :
wealth of patriotic and histories
Material.

The Inaugural Committee ha
priced the regular •program a'
$1.25 postpaid with additiona
copies mailed to the same addres:
at $1 each. The DeLuxe Edition
$4.25, postpaid. Send check ot
".••••....•••••••••
money order (no stamps, please'
to: Inaugural Program Committee
Liberty Loan Building, 14th an(
D Streets, S. W., Washington 25
D. C. Make all checks payable tt
The News would like to wish "Inaugural Program Committee.'
Happy Birthday to the following
people:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Jan. 1—Seldon J. Reed, Soncie
Pirtle, Burnham Dallas, John
Gatlin, Mrs. Eph Dawes; Jan. 20—
Peggy Hall Spraggs, Jamie Barnes, Dora Hastings, Vyron Mitchell;
Jan. 21—Mrs. C. F. Rogers, Linda
Susan Etheridge; Jan 22—J. T.
Brundige, Mrs. Stella Ellis; Jan.
23—Celia Ann Wolberton, J. J.
Huggins, Sam McDaniel, J. T.
Robey; Jan. 24—Mr. D.,J. Stokes,
Betty Sue Bondurant, Patsy Fall;
Jan. 25—Joe Moser, Janie Ruth
Notes, Wade Cox.

NOTICE: Car Owners!'
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKBE DELUXE
writ four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 88.8
Proof.

Fifth ...........
$5.40
Pint ............ $3
40
% Pint ....... $1.70

Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc
Peoria, Illinois

When the needles start falling,
take the tree down and discard it
outdoors.

We thankyoss for...

•
MADAM CHAIRMAN (or Mister), got program problems? Why not call on us? We can provide—free of charge
—sound films--interesting speakers—illustrated demonstrations—a wonderful variety of interesting program
material! So if you're responsible for programs for a club,
fraternal, church, social, civic or educational organization
—just give us the word and we'll be glad to lend a hand!

THE BIGGEST YEAR
IN CHEVROLET CAR HISTORY
few.,
AMERICA'S POPULAR PAIR

\ APPOINTMENT AFFIRMED

SNUG AS A BUG?
What could bc cozier
these cold winter
nights than to curl up
with a good book with
a handy extension
phone within reach?
And, the lovely little
Princess is a favorite
for bedrooms—so
small it fits neatly on
bedside tables. Pretty
and colorful, it also has a night light for greater convenience. And say, extensions in other rooms too make life
easier all year 'round. Wall phone in the kitchen, chairside extension in the family room—pretty handy for quick,
cheery chats and carrying on business, too. Our telephone
business office or installer-repairmen will give you the
details for ordering.

\VI

•

•

•

The appointment of Henry T
Lovett of Benton as special judge
for the First Judicial District un
til Judee Elvis Stahr, who suffer
ed a heart attack recently, re
sumes the bench, was affirmed
last Wednesday, according to
Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Circuit Court
Clerk.

This Chain Saw is

TOPS
Compact, perfectly balanced; easy
to carry, easy to use on farm
campsite, ranch or woodlot!

HOMIELITE
As Low As $3.45
at+ • Weekly after small

The "car of the year"

CHEVROLET & COMM!
Overwhelming acceptance of the new 1961 models
introduced last fall—together with the tremendous
success of the '60 Chevrolets—has sent Chevrolet
passenger car sales to an all-time yearly high.
More new Chevrolets and new Corvain were
delivered to more people during the past year
than ever bought any make of car in a single
year before. We and yossr Chevrolet dealer

*

HERE A PHONE, THERE A PHONE—almost everywhere a handy outdoor phone booth! You'll find them at
stores, service stations, on streets and highways. Mighty
welcome sight when you're in a hurry to make a phone
call on the go—and so convenient, too, in bad weather
or late at night. Placed for your convenience, we hope
you use exm ofIR,

The best selling

thank you for your continuing confidence in, and
preference for, Chevrolet. Your record-hreakiniz
purchases of Chevrolets have significance to
everyone thinking of buying a new car this
year, and—since sales of new 1961 Chevrolets
aad Corvairs continue at record-breaking levels
—are a healthy indication of the inherent
strength and vigor of our national economy.

See tie seem Chtv•olla ears, Chevy Corvairs esAid t4e env Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

down payment.

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Fourth Si.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Sheet

.
1

e
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CLASSIFIED ADS
NIOW is we time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldooll Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
in a Spinet piano. Can be seep
'ocally. Write Credit Manager,
P. O. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiina.
'I NEED THREE determined ladies
to work Fulton County, selling
Jopular new Cort Cosmetics with
vitamins. High earnings. No Partes. We train you. For interview
write or call Mrs. Evelyn Dixon,
107 Central, Fulton, Ky. Phone
1789.
WANTED AT ONCE—Rawleigh
Dealer in Fulton County or City
if Fulton. Write Bill Johnson, Box
352, Russell Springs, Ky. Phone:
Inion 6-4413. Rawleigh, Dept.
KYA-1071-3 Freeport, Ill.
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
We buy white oak standing timer, custom logs, custom stave
ind heading bolts. Contact us for
Irices and specifications. L. C.
Engle, Buyer, Tel. 5-2197, Martin,
Tenn. C. A. Lewis, Buyer, Tel.
Chapel 7-1812, Mayfield, Ky.
?OR REM.. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners Exchange Furniture Co.

IN

ANTENNAS: We install—
trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

Miss Lawson Honored
On Her Sixth Birthday
Miss LaDonna Carol Lawson
was honored with a "Doll Party"
January 7th at the home of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James Lawson in Highlands.
A Doll Revue was held, and
games were played. with Katherine Stroud winning the prize.
Guests were served a party plate
and favors were given each.
Those attending included Debbie Brown, Debbie Morrow. Kathy
Cottrell, Sharon Upton, Catherine
Stroud, Connie Melton, Tommy
Lawson, Jr., Jeffrey Morrow,
Jimmy Lawson and Mesdames
Austin Stroud, Frank Allen, Tommy Brown. Tommy Lawson, H. E.
Morrow, Misses Brenda Morrow
and Elwanda Lawson, the honoree and Mrs. James Lawson.
Three unable to attend but
sending gifts included Angie Lawson, Steve Waldrop, Mrs. Mabel
Lawson, Miss Bess Lawson and
Mrs. Cecil Burnette.

REA Co-op To
Received Loan
For New Lines
Hickman, Ky., A $308,000 loan
to the Hickman-Fulton Rural
Electric Cooperative has been approved by the Rural Electrification Administration in Washington.
The loan will be used to build
20 miles of new line to serve 190
new consumers and for system
improvements, including heavier
lines for increased loads.
Senators John Sherman Cooper
and Thruston B. Morton and First
District Representative Frank A
Stubblefield notified W. H. Harrison. president of the co-op, that
the application for the loan had
been approved by REA.
The Hickman-Fulton Cooperative, which 'serves about 3,500
families in Hickman, Fulton,
Graves and Carlisle counties, has
been under the management of
Harold Everett for a number of
years.

MEETING PLAIN CHANGED

—OFF AND RUNNING by John I. Day—

The place and date of the meeting of the Palestine Homemakers
Club has been changed from the
Palestine Community House to
the home of Mrs. Claud Freeman,
The meeting will be held Thursday, January 19 at 1030 a. m.

kaleidosco:e of Color

0
114
Like t h e Thoroughbreds
which carry them, racing silks
originated in England where,
in 1762, a "registry" announced the colors of six
dukes, one marquis, five earls,
a viscount, a lord, a knight
and two "Mr's". Keeping track
Cyclamen, Flame, Raspberry,
of these silks was simple, the
Chinese, Flamingo, Indian and
other designations. B:ues vary
only variation from a solid
color being a Mr. Greville's from Teal to Alice, Sky, Fla-.
"brown trimmed with yellow". Powder, Sea, Yale, Midnight
Today the Jockey Club has and Cobalt, to name a few.
close to 3,000 sets registered,
The variations of the divisions of the blouse and cap
and a card index of colors and
patterns is maintained to exhausted, owners now apply
various odd insignia such as
avoid duplication.
geometrical figures, wings, a
Color definition is no longer
rabbit foot, musical note, aras simple as the "all scarlet"
row, lightning bolt, or whatwhich has been for four genhave-you.
erations in the family of John
A. Morris, or the "all maroon"
Untroubled with the probof Howell E. Jackson, origin- lem of choosing distiective
ally used by his great-great- colors are the Campbells,
MacDonalels, MacLeans, Macgrandfather, General William
Leeds, D.eiglases aid others
Harding. Among the reds today you find Harvard crimson, who use the family tartan.

Make this a safe Christmas! Remember to turn off Christmas
lights before leaving the house or
going to bed. Use Christmas decorations that will not burn - glass„
metal or asbestos, for example.
Cotton fabrics and batting used for
decorating should be flameproofed. Burn Christmas gift wrapping
as soon as you take it off the
packages; never burn wrappings
In the fireplace.

GOVERNOR RERT t'OMBS accepts the resignation of Economic Seentity l'onunbisioner Jo -M. Fereusein (center), aa Lt Gov Wilson
Wyatt looks on. Combs expressed "extreme regret" at Ferguson'.
action, and termed his service as commissioner of the State's second
largest department "most outstanding." Ferguson WAS instrumental
in setting up the State's new program for medical caPe to the needy i
aged and indigent, which went into caret January 1.
Two young visitors marveling over the many forms of stalagmites I
And stalactites in a variety of forms in the Onyx Chamber are *St
two of 246,000 tourists who aided Mammoth (nee National Park to
set a new ease visitation reeord this season. Mammoth Cave with an
unchangirer temperature of 54 degrees, is open to visitors every day
of the year. Photo, W. Ray Scott, National Park Concessions, Incorporation.
The remaining 1.113 one-room schoolhouses in Kentucky, similar to
the one-above, with their poor educational facilities, poor heat and
lighting, and outdoor toilet facilities, are slated to disappear from the
scene, as new funds from sales tax appropriations are providing the
needed money to build modern schools throughout the state The Rowan County school in the top picture, te Meal of those still in use,
houses 17 students in grades one through eight, and ha• one teacher.
It will be replaced in 1961, &ions with thirteen other small schools ha
the county, by two new schools,bu lit with the increased funds
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BY WILLIAM E. SCENT
KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE

FLOWERS

For Every Occasion
WE

RENT - - - -

HALLMARK

greeting

Cards

RYTEX "Personalized"

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

FREE PARKING !

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Pukes
Phone MS
NITES and SUNDAYS'PHONE
20-R or 247
MAYTAG WASHERS, stanoaro
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and sarrice.
Bennett Electric, rnona 201.

Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging
contractors
— — — — —
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610
When lt•

Real Estate in Fulton-

For ThE

-see —

CHARLES W.BURROW

BEST

Rhone 61

309 Walnut

. arm Loans
'
Conventional t..oans
FHA Loans

and

CLEANEST

J. W. White Is .
Named Chairman

FULTON

buy it at

EXCHANGE

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 54404

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
Fulton
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Rnecial ordere

ET'S HAVE A PARTY

t4the
swif

N
A
D

"FIVE GUNS TO
TOMBSTONE"
With James Brown

Union City

FuViture Company
Church Street

DOUBLE FEATURE! FRIDAY & SATURDAY!

Your Favorite MESTIMIKall

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

1.101i ,DORIS DAY • REX HARRISON • JOHN GAVIN
I

At.

4
'%
iiA

AfictnigItt.Cace
../iSTMAPI

COLOR

_MYNA LOY ROOOT 1k001011.
HERBIRT MARSHALL NATASHA MARY DIN %MUM'S .4111113NE MCORP
A ROSS HUNTER-ARVIIN PRODUCTION • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
Hest eentpieee nook in
Welk Kentucky

Fulton, Ky.
442-44 Lake Street

Order For

OAL
• Immediate Delivery

CHapel 7-1833

• All Sizes On Hand

MAYFIELD, KY,

GILLUM

CITY COAL CO.

TRANSFER CO.

Phone 51

—FOR SALE—
ON ye

ACHES OF LAND, three bedroom home, basement.

central heat, located on Kentucky side, blacktop road 3 miles

Use plywood or plastic sheets
under the Christmas tree to prevent carpet stains from pitch or
evergreen needles. If stains do appear, use a safe drycleaning fluid
to remove them.

front City Limits. Has good deep well. Also with this.is a small 5room home, bath. This property is ideal for two families. If you
have been looking for property that has two nit's' homes on it,

live in one and have income from other to help Tote the Note,
or good investment in rental property. PRICE $7,500 00.

si F — CALL — WRITE OR MHZ

'WICK SMITH AGENCY
lit s 11,0

FULTON,

PHONE 62

FRIGIDAIRE WASHER
with exclusive

a

little land, located close to town, let us show you this You can

somersault washing action
SMALL
DOWN
PAYMENT

at
only

ONLY FRIGIDAIRE
brings you the revolutionary
3-Ring Pump Agitator that
bathes deep dirt out without
beating. here's a washer
you really can't beaU

Week Days - 6:45 - Salt - 12:45 - Sun.. 1 P M.
—PHONE 12—

USED FURNITURE

Give Us Your

555 FULTON, KY.

111111111IMMIEmmiar

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

Now Is The Time To

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

People planting pine in Fulton
County should take every precaution to get the best possible
survival since it means money
saved to the landowner now and
a greater economic return in the
future.
Stanford Tillman, District Forester, for the Kentucky Divise •
of Forestry, recommends that es
person planting pine trees keep o
mind the following rules in ord,to have the best success' in plano
ing:
I. Keep the roots moist,
they are planted.
2. Place the seedlings in tt
ground so that the roots
straight and not curled up.
3. Plant - the seedlings at ti
correct depth. The root co!!
should be at ground level.
4. Protect the plantings free
fire and other Injury.
Spacing usually ranges free
6 x 7 to 8 x 10 feet. depending io
on the soil condition, site locale,
For informal..
and species.
about'seedlings and advice
planting, see your local forest,
county agent, or SCS technici,
Contact your ASC office on the
planting cost-sharing in Fulton
County. Plant your idle acres!

A. (1) Property used for religious worship or a parsonage (neither exemption is to exceed onehalf acre in cities and towns and
two acres in the country).
(2) Places of burial if not
maintained for profit.
(3) Institutions of purely public
charity and institutions of education. If all of the income of these
institutions is used within their
charitable or educational field,
these institutions are not subject
to taxation. No tax can be levied
on their income, property or endowments.
(4) Household goods of a person
used in his home.
(5) Crops grown in the year in
J. W. White, Executive Vice- which.the assessment is made and
Presidera and Cashier of the City in the hands of the producer.
(6) Cities may exempt manuNational Bank, Fulton has been
from
establishments
named as County. Agricultural facturing
Chairman of Fulton County for municipal taxation for a period
years.
not
five
exceeding
the Kentucky Bankers AssociaQ. Are institutions exempt from
tion by John W. Woods Jr., Presipaying the use tax?
dent of the bankers group.
A. Institutions of purely public
As County Agricultural Chairman Mr. White will be the official charity and institutions of education
are exempt from paying use
representative of the Kentucky
Bankers Association in activities tax by reason of Section 170
designed to increase farm income above.
Q. Are merchants who sell to
and improve the welfare of rural
communities. Such activities in- these institutions exempt from
clude the encouragement of new paying sales tax?
A. Charitable or educational inand improved farm practices, the
support of youth leadership train- stitutions may apply for authorito give purchase exemption
zation
ing in 4-H Clubs and FFA Chapters, and cooperation with farm certificates. If inc of these instituleaders and agencies irr holding tions gives the merchant a pureducational tours, field days and chase exemption 'certificate, the
merchant will not be required to
achievement meetings.
pay tax on the sales made
that
The Kentucky Bankers Associa- institution.
tion is the only state bankers
Q. Can religious institutions be
group in the country having a full
authorized to give purchase extime Agricultural Representative
emption certificates and thereby
on its staff. The Association has
be relieved from paying sales tax?
three principle agricultural obA. No. Sales to a church are
jectives; helping to increase the
income of Kentucky farmers; subject to sales tax.
helping country banks adapt their
IT'S A GIRL!
operations to rapidly changing
conditions and teaching more
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Crenshaw.
farmers how to use bank credit Route 1, Fulton, are the parents of
more efficiently. County Agricul- a -seven pound
daughter born at
tural chairman take part in all of 845 a. m., January
12, at Jones
these various programs.
hospital.

Section 170 of the Keettucky
Constitution exemp is certain
classes of property and institutions
from taxation. This constitutional
exemption has caused some misunderstandings in relation to Kentucky's sales and use tax- The following questions are given to
clarify this problem area.
Q. What is included as being exWANTED: male or female to do
empt from taxation by Section 170
'public relations work in this area.
"They'll make it 111 right. This
the Constitution of Kentucky?
of
posiPermanent
Must have car.
here one has a spare in the trunk."
tion with fast growing concern;
so experience necessary. Call 493,
Fulton, Ky. from 10:00 aoen. to
2:00 p. m., or write Box 189, Futon, Ky.
•'Cii THE BES1 spew on Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 'J. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
your
for
trade
We
674.
Phone
old equipment

Plant Pines
Successfully

Don't Let Your
Bin Get Low!

RATED NO.1
by U.S Testing Co . Inc
for All-Arsund Performance!"

• No blades! No Beating! Agitator gently
"Somersaults" each garment under water
again and again to bathe out deep dirt
•
and grime.
, • No messy lint traps! Automatic lint chaser
i fits ceps lint, dirt and scum right out of tub.
• Bleach automatically and no streaking;
Model WO 61
or powder) is blended evenly
. bleach (liquid
Automatic we-"-'
into the water by the Automatic Dispcnscr.
am
Weal.,
Friedel".
ths
tests,
KO Controlled laboratory
Automatic Pinse conditioning, tee.
automatic washers considering the followinir Points' .011
• leading lint
remo,•1. drynne of spin. ritornello care, c.f Waah
removal.
• Soak away stubborn soil in special Soak
used,
Wear fabrics, simplicity of use end flexibility, weMr
on up to and inks, 5m,,, end current used. Report No. 061141, dated May 2, IMO. CyCle—great for diapers
eluding Dati's workclothes—with automatic
advance from soak through wash.

1

• Choice of 4 colors or Snowerest White,

AND, YOU REALLY CAN'T BEAT OUR EASY BUY PLAN! COME IN TODAY.

Graham Furniture Company
"Four Floors Of Fine Furniture"
Fulton, Ky.
3111 Walnut St.

Phone 185

